1 Presented to the Society, December 27, 1939. The author is indebted to Professor W. A. Hurwitz for his indispensable advice in the preparation of this paper. 2 W. Sierpinski, Leçons sur les Nombres Transfinis, Paris, 1928, p. 202 ; hereafter referred to as Sierpinski (I). The theorem was first stated for ordinals of the first and second ordinal class by G. Cantor, Beitrdge zur Begründung der transfiniten Mengenlehre, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 49 (1897) , p. 237, and for all ordinals by G. Hessenberg, Grundbegriffe der Mengenlehre, Abhandlungen der Fries'schen Schule, New Series 1.4, Göttingen, 1906, p. 587. 3 W. Sierpinski, A property of ordinal numbers, Bulletin of the Calcutta Mathematical Society, vol. 20 (1930), pp. 21-22 ; hereafter referred to as Sierpinski (II). 4 A set of ordinal numbers is said to be closed if it contains the least upper bound of each subset. 5 F. Siecza, Sur Vunicité de la décomposition de nombres ordinaux en facteurs irréductibles, Fundamenta Mathematicae, vol. 5 (1924), pp. 172-175. factorization of transfinite ordinals, but his problem was different from the one considered here.
Left and right factors.
We shall now consider left factors.
2.1. THEOREM. A necessary and sufficient condition that x be a left factor of ^4 =X)?=T 0 1 co a *a 4 -is that either 0<x<co ttn " 1 or x=a) a >pi +X)?=~Ai c°a! * a *> where Pi is a factor of a,j and 0 ^j S n -1.
If 0<x<u°»-i, let x^th^bi. Thus /5 0 <a w _i and -^+a h O^j^n -1, exists. 6 We have
and hence x is a left factor of A.
If x=(û a ipj+^ti^J 1 +1 ù) a iai, where a,-= />Ay, then v iw+i ; v *=. o ' j-l n-l 3-1 «-1 n-1 and x is a left factor of A. Thus we have proved the sufficiency of the condition. Suppose that x=^fS 0 1 a> l3i bi is a left factor of A and that x^of n~l . Then A = (E^^YË^^)-
where the last expression is a Cantor normal form. Comparing coefficients in the right and left ends of the series of equations, we see that for some j, O^jt^n -1, /3 0 =ce ? -, ô 0 is a factor of a 3 , and /LïL/ft^&î
But since x^of n~l , we have /Soè^n-i» j3o+Yz-i>a n _i, and thus the left and right ends of series of equations could not be equal. From this contradiction yi-\ = 0 and by the preceding argument our condition is necessary.
Since in ^2i~oCo a iai there is only a finite set of coefficients and since each of these coefficients, being finite, has only a finite set of factors, there is but a finite set of left factors of the form oo^pj+^i'^co^ai, pj a factor of a 3 -; that is, there is only a finite set of left factors greater than or equal to of n~l . Hence we have proved: We can now obtain the previously stated result of Sierpinski, 8 who makes no use of the Cantor normal form :
COROLLARY. The left factors of A form a closed set.
The following corollary has been proved by HausdorfP and Bennett 10 by means of the euclidean algorithm.
2.5. COROLLARY. Any two ordinals greater than 0 have a greatest common left factor. We shall prove this by means of the preceding corollary. Let A >0 7 An ordinal a>0 is said to be additively indecomposable when there do not exist ordinals 0, y such that (3<a, y <a, and a = fi-\-y. See Sierpinski (I), p. 178. 8 Sierpinski (II). 8 F. Hausdorff, Grundzüge der Mengenlehre, Leipzig, 1914. 10 A. A. Bennett, Some arithmetic operations with transfinite ordinals, American Mathematical Monthly, vol. 28 (1921), pp. 427-430. have a set of left factors, 21, and B>0 have a set of left factors 33. 2133, the intersection of 2Ï and 33, has at least one element, 1. The least upper bound, c, of 2133 is a member of 2Ï and a member of 33, since both 21 and 33 are closed. Hence c is a member of 2133; that is, 2133 has a maximum element. Thus c is the greatest common left factor of A andJ3.
The development in case of right factors is somewhat analogous. The following can easily be seen to be true.
2.6. THEOREM. If A -^^loof^i, then a necessary and sufficient condition that x be a right factor of A is that either x =^?=T 0 1 (o)~m ai )ai, where /3 0 <a n -i, or x =^2 i i Zl(co~a i+ai )ai+rj 1 where r 3 -is a factor of a,j. Since each exponent of the Cantor normal form has a finite set of residues and each coefficient has only a finite set of factors, we can state the following: 11 2.7. THEOREM. The set of all right factors of any positive ordinal is finite.
Sierpinski has proved some of these theorems by using merely the properties of additively indecomposable ordinals. The use of the Cantor normal form not only yields more extensive results in the case of left factors, but also provides a unified approach to other problems in the theory of transfinite ordinals.
3. The distributive laws. Among transfinite ordinals the distributive law is always valid for one order of multiplication Thus if V1-1 = 0, then
